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Preserving neighborhood culture with oral
histories
The city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1,518,000), plans to
redevelop and rehabilitate areas of Philadelphia that contain
large areas of blight. But as the city clears vacant lots and
demolishes buildings, it wants to document, preserve, or salvage
the important architectural and cultural resources of these
neighborhoods. The Community Heritage Preservation Project,
with strong mayoral support, is helping with this effort by col-
lecting the oral histories of neighborhood residents and dissemi-
nating this information through exhibits, school curricula, and
walking tours.

Implementation notes

Leadership/staffing Approximately six city planning com-
mission staff members have been involved in the project,
recording the oral histories, developing the program brochure,
taking photographs, and preparing the exhibition. The city
hired two neighborhood residents who knew their neighbors
well to serve as neighborhood apprentices; they also collect oral
histories.

Timeline The program began in 2001 and was completed in
2003.

Budget/funding The city received a $20,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities for this project, as
well as a $1,000 grant from the National Trust for Historic
Preservation.

Program description The city decided to focus on two
neighborhoods, Belmont (population 5,200) and Francisville
(4,500), because they have significant architectural and cultural
resources, few building in these neighborhoods have historic
designation, several severely deteriorated buildings will proba-
bly need to be demolished, and both neighborhoods have an
active and interested community base on which to build 
the project. After receiving some training, the neighborhood
apprentices identified people to interview and chose appropri-
ate interview questions. They then conducted interviews with
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22 neighborhood residents, and all interviews were recorded.
During these interviews, residents recalled the people who had
lived in the neighborhood, what happened in local buildings,
and what it used to be like to live there. The apprentices also
helped find a collection of newspaper clippings and other infor-
mation about musicians and nightlife in one neighborhood, as
well as old letters.

As part of the Community Heritage Preservation Project, plan-
ning commission staff also developed curricula for elementary
and high school students. These curricula require the children
to explore their neighborhoods and learn about the architecture
and history of local buildings.

Results Photographs and stories collected through the project
were assembled into an exhibit that was displayed at first at
city hall, then in Belmont and Francisville, and finally at the
planning commission’s offices. Selections from the oral histories
were used in walking-tour tapes for each neighborhood that are
available at the planning commission offices. The results of the
project will also be incorporated into the master plans for each
neighborhood. The city hopes that now that the curricula and
model for collecting oral histories have been developed, other
neighborhoods will use them to preserve their own architec-
tural and cultural histories.

The historic core of the Francisville
neighborhood, in Lower North
Philadelphia, is bounded by Ridge
Avenue, Francis Street, Fairmount
Avenue, 19th Street and Girard
Avenue. Francisville is located with-
in the boundaries of long-gone

"Springettsbury Manor," where sources say William
Penn had vineyards planted with the expectation of
making wine. Penn wanted to improve native grapes
because the young colony was such a large importer
of wine. When Penn returned to Philadelphia for a sec-
ond visit in 1699, the vineyard experiment had been
abandoned. However, by the late 18th-century, there
were at least two flourishing vineyards along Ridge
Road. "Vineyard" Street in Francisville recalls the earli-
est use of the land. Eventually, a portion of this tract
came into the possession of Tench Francis (1730-
1800). Francis was an agent of the Penn family and a
cashier at the Bank of North America.

In about 1805, Tench Francis' heirs laid-out a small
grid of streets that ran perpendicular and parallel to
Ridge Road, an ancient Native-American trail. The
boundaries of early Francisville are easily recognizable
on a map of Philadelphia because its grid ignores the
original 1682 city plan. The tract might have been
known as "Vineyard" originally; the place name
"Francisville" is seen in print only as early as 1839.
From a concentration of buildings on Ridge Road,
Francisville became a distinct village by the early
decades of the 19th-century. After the consolidation of
the City in 1854, the growing city engulfed Francisville.

Ridge Road, now Ridge Avenue, was once a major
commercial corridor. Through much of the latter part of
the 20th century it has seen a loss of retail vitality and
a consequent loss of coherent architectural fabric.
Francisville exhibits a significant variety of late 19th-
century vernacular building types. In addition to the
modest Italianate and Victorian row houses and twins,
there are ornate late 19th-century townhouses. Several
wood-framed "boomtown" twin houses may be the ear-
liest structures in the neighborhood. The 800 block of
N. Leland Street, paved in Belgian block, has been list-
ed in the Philadelphia Historic Street Paving Thematic
District Inventory.

Some of the more notable historic buildings are:

The former Lydia Darrah School at 718-732 N. 17th
Street (1926): Designed by Irwin Catharine, a
Superintendent of the Philadelphia Public Schools.
Buildings designed during Catharine's tenure display a
strong Moderne influence. This school exhibits a profu-
sion of materials - granite, limestone, common brick
and enameled polychrome brick. The brick is set in a
variety of decorative bond patterns. Built on a small
rectangular site, the school's roof is used as a play-
ground surmounted by an arched metal cage.

The "Boomtown" houses on Perkiomen and Wylie
Streets (before 1875): Wood-frame houses of any sort
are unusual in older sections of Philadelphia.
"Boomtown" houses evoke 19th-century "Main Street"
buildings of the American West. The wood-frame false
fronts include decorative cornices and at least one
house displays restrained Greek-Revival detailing.
Behind this wooden "stage-set" is a shed roof above
the second floor. These houses are found in pairs and
have front yards, unlike any other house type in the
neighborhood.

The history of the Belmont neigh-
borhood begins with the Lancaster
Turnpike, now Lancaster Avenue,
completed in 1797 as a primary
trade and transportation route to
the City of Lancaster. Later, the
demand for worker housing, dur-
ing the dramatic industrial expan-

sion of Philadelphia in the late 19th century, coupled
with the extension of streetcar lines and expansion of
the street grid, fueled dense development of modest row
housing west of the Schuylkill River.

The Belmont neighborhood is characterized
by Victorian residential architecture constructed primarily
between 1860-1890. In addition, there are several land-
mark buildings, grand churches and National Register-
eligible buildings. Much of the two and three story, flat-
roofed rows with front porches are distinguished by dec-
orative brick masonry, ornate porch woodwork and
wrought iron fencing. Belmont has experienced a loss of
population and a steady decline of its physical fabric
during the past 50 years. Belmont, however, retains a
rich architectural character and survives as a distinctive
neighborhood representative of a significant period in
the development of Philadelphia.

By 1862, most of the area was undeveloped. Many
buildings were located along Lancaster Avenue, while
outlying areas were used for agriculture and widely
spaced free-standing homes. The street grid had not
yet been completed; one 19th-century atlas indicates
that two street grids had been considered. One grid fol-
lowed the "diagonal" path of Lancaster Avenue, and the
other Market Street and its successive numbered
streets. The latter grid orientation was chosen.

By 1872, most of the streets had been constructed that
reflect today's grid. Familiar streets such as Haverford
Avenue, Aspen and Westminster Streets appear along-
side streets whose names have long been changed.
Development was sparse. The area along and to the
south of Lancaster Avenue was more fully built-up than
the area to the north. There was an uneven pattern of
residential development; large residential estates were
mixed with rows of attached and semi-detached homes.
Major landowners were Kelley, Andrews and Vogdes.
Jesse T. Vogdes was a prominent local builder. His son,
Jesse Vogdes Jr., was a city surveyor and
Superintendent of Fairmount Park. A West Philadelphia
street is named for the Vogdes family.

By 1895, the area was fully developed and Belmont was
well-served by public transportation. A railway depot for
streetcars was located on the south side of Lancaster
Avenue at 43rd Street. Six blocks north was the main
line of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Along this "Main
Line" were train stations at 40th and 44th Streets serv-
ing residents of Belmont. The Pennsylvania Railroad
built a large YMCA building for its workers at 41st &
Westminster Streets. Located at 41st & Parrish Streets
was the "West Philadelphia Hospital for Women" which
eventually became the Medical College of Pennsylvania.
These hospital buildings, renovated by the Friends
Rehabilitation Program, serve today as Sarah Allan
Senior Housing.

Three blocks to the south near the Belmont Grammar
School, was a "Friends Home for Children." This build-
ing is gone, but the Friends have sponsored the con-
struction of new homes on the same site.




